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Abstract 
Vibrations of an autoparametric system, composed of a nonlinear mechanical oscillator with an attached damped 
pendulum, around the principal parametric resonance region, are investigated in this paper. The aim of the work is to 
show the chaotic motion in instability region. Two kinds of chaotic motion are detected: chaotic swings and chaotic 
motion composed of swings and rotation of pendulum. The results are confirmed experimentally on especially 
designed laboratory model. Additionally, the latest methods of chaos identification are applied to confirm chaotic 
dynamics experimentally. 
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1. Introduction 
In the field of structural dynamics, many problem exist in which an oscillating system possess time-
varying parameters (the coefficients of inertia, damping, or stiffness). The system is called ’’parametric’’ 
because of the explicit time dependence of the system parameters. An autoparametric system represents a 
special class of nonlinear parametric structures. The name autoparametric comes from motion, which is 
the motion of the system itself and it is not due to the external loading as in the case of parametric 
vibration [1]. An autoparametric system is composed of at least two parts (subsystems), i.e. at least a two 
degrees of freedom model has to be considered. Both subsystems are coupled by nonlinear term, and 
moreover this interaction may become a source of internal parametric excitation. The presence on 
nonlinear terms can lead to certain type of instability which is referred as internal, or autoparametric 
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resonance. These instabilities may results in various form of dynamics behaviour as: amplitude jumps, 
energy exchange between modes. Additionally, under certain conditions, autoparmetric systems can be 
executing quasiperiodic or chaotic motions [2].This kind of vibrations may appear in many practical 
engineering applications as dynamical dampers [3], or harvesting energy [5]. 
 
Nomenclature 
 
1D  dimensionless viscous damping  coefficient of the oscillator 
2D   dimensionless viscous damping  coefficient of the pendulum 
3D  dimensionless magnetorheological damping  coefficient of the MR damper 
q amplitude of excitation 
-  excitation frequency 
P  parameter describing the pendulum  
O  parameter describing the pendulum   
J dimensionless nonlinearity of the oscillator’s spring 
e constant describing the magnetorheological behaviour 
 
During the last five decades, chaotic behaviour of dynamical systems has been extensively 
investigated. Chaotic dynamics is a key feature in the study of nonlinear systems.  Chaos is defined just as 
sensitive dependence on initial conditions and characterizes randomness of solutions and unpredictability 
of the behaviour in dynamical systems. Existence of chaos can be found in many numerical simulations 
and experimental tests. Chaotic systems are unstable deterministic systems whose trajectories are 
extremely sensitive to the initial condition of the system. Chaotic oscillations in some other versions of 
pendula have been investigated in a large number of papers [6].  
An autoparametric system have been intensively analysed for three last decades. Hatwal [11] 
investigated the two degree of freedom system with autoparametric coupling. To obtain the analytical 
solutions the harmonic balance method (HBM) was applied. This method correctly predicted the 
existence or absence of stable harmonic, analytical results compared and verified by numerical 
simulations. For decreasing excitation frequency, the transition from regions of stable, harmonic solutions 
to regions of unstable solutions occurred without any amplitude jumps. For increasing frequency, this 
transition was associated with sharp amplitude increases, and no periodic solutions existed. Additionally, 
for certain combinations of forcing amplitude and frequency the responses of system became chaotic. The 
existence of this chaotic motion was verified experimentally. Haxton and Barr [14] analyzed the resonant 
response of an autoparametric vibration absorber with beam as pendulum. Their results indicated that 
when the main mass was externally excited at frequency close to its natural frequency, the coupled beam 
suppressed the main mass motion. The asymptotic approximation method was used to develop the 
theoretical response of the system, and a reasonable comparison was observed between theoretical 
predictions and experimental results. The autoparametric interaction has been analyzed in literature also 
in [15]. There are many vibrating structures and machinery, where the pendulum-type absorbers have 
been used and different motion was discovered. 
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In most cases, the analysis of experimentally observed chaotic behavior is confined to numerical 
simulations of appropriate mathematical models [18]. However, showing that a mathematical model 
exhibits chaotic behavior is no proof that chaos is also present in the corresponding experimental system. 
To show convincingly that an experimental system behaves chaotically, chaos has to be identified directly 
from the experimental data. For this purpose, the methods which can be used to identify experimentally 
observed chaos are applied. The maximal Lyapunov exponent is one the most popular and effective chaos 
indexes. Besides, the classical Lyapunov exponents, Poincaré maps and phase space, novel methods 
based on the nonlinear signals analysis, like recurrence plots (RP) are used recently. The purpose of this 
paper is to study and analyse dynamics, especially chaotic motions, of an autoparametric system for 
realistic data by different and latest methods.   
2. An autoparametric model with a pendulum and equations of motions 
The experimental tests, of the two degree of freedom model presented schematically in Fig. 1a, have 
been performed on an especially prepared experimental rig. A photo Fig. 1(b) shows main components of 
real mechanical system. The laboratory rig is composed of the pendulum, with possibility of full rotation, 
attached to an oscillator mounted to a base by a linear or nonlinear spring and a damper (viscous or 
magnetorheological (MR)). Motion of the system is generated by a motor, and a mechanism which 
changes rotation of the motor into translational motion. The frequency of the vertical oscillations is 
controlled by inverter. Amplitude of kinematical excitation is fixed by a pitch of a drive shaft. Detailed 
description and more information about experimental setup, modeling of MR damper and measures 
apparatus are presented in [19]. 
 
    (a)                                                                                       (b) 
   
Fig. 1. (a) scheme of an autoparametric model; (b) experimental laboratory system 
The dimensionless equations of motion of the autoparametric system, presented in Fig.1 that includes the 
magnetorheological damper, taken from the work [19]: 
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Derivation of equation of motion and definition of the dimensionless parameters: D1, D2, D3, P, O, J, q, -, 
and e of equations (1) and (2) are presented in [19] and [20]. Additionally in these papers, an 
approximated analytical solution of equations (1) and (2) by harmonic balance method (HBM), in the 
neighborhood of the principal parametric resonance also can be found. If the parameter D3 in Eq. (1) 
equals zero, we get a classical linear viscous damped model, but when J=0, we get a linear oscillator’s 
spring. 
3. Chaotic motion near the main parametric resonance 
3.1. Numerical simulations 
The autoparametric system with an attached pendulum exhibits the resonance behavior near the 
frequency -|1 [21]. Approximate analytical resonance solutions presented in papers [20] and [21] show 
that that for certain set of parameters the instability region occurs inside the resonance region. If the 
system works in this area, the periodic motion becomes quasi-periodic, chaotic or the pendulum may 
rotate. Due to strong nonlinearities, the global and local dynamics of the system is studied by direct 
numerical simulations of (1) and (2). Numerical analysis of the system is carried out on the basis of data 
taken from a practical system as shown in Fig. 1(b). Dimensionless parameters, calculated according to 
Eq. (6) in paper [20] take values 
 1 2 30.261354, 0.1, 0, 17.2278, 0.127213, 0.D D D P O J       (3) 
Initial conditions are fixed as: x=0, x’=0, M=0.1, M’=0, and simulation is done in Matlab and the 
Dynamics package [22] by using the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method. 
 
        (a)                                                                            (b) 
           
Fig. 2. (a) Bifurcation diagram near main parametric resonance; (b) and small chaotic region in which appear swinging of pendulum. 
Figure 2(a) presents a numerical bifurcation diagram near main parametric resonance. This result shows 
two chaotic regions confirmed by positive value of the maximal Lypunov exponent (Fig. 3(a)).  If the 
frequency of excitation - takes value from the range a 0.6 to 0.72 then the first chaotic region appears. It 
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is very interesting that in this area, two forms of chaotic motions are possible. At the beginning of chaotic 
region the chaotic motion consists of irregular swings of the pendulum, only. We call this motion 'chaotic 
swings'. This motion takes place in a small area if the two branches in bifurcation diagram are separate 
(Fig. 2(b)). The second form of chaotic motion is composed of both rotation and swings of the pendulum 
(for - a 0.6 to 0.72). If the system works in the second chaotic region (- a 0.98 to 1.18), the chaotic 
motion is composed of both rotation and swings of the pendulum, also. If the frequency of excitation is 
located between 0.73 and 0.97 then the pendulum performs full rotations (negative or positive, dependent 
on system’s initial conditions). In Table 1, kind of motions near main parametric resonance are showed. 
Table 1. Motion near main parametric resonance 
Frequency of excitation - Motion Description 
a 0.55 to 0.6 
a 0.6 to 0.62 
Periodic 
Chaotic 
Swings of the pendulum 
Chaotic swings 
a 0.63 to 0.72 Chaotic Rotation and swings of the pendulum 
a 0.73 to 0.97 
a 0.98 to 1.18 
Rotation 
Chaotic 
Positive or negative rotation of the pendulum 
Rotation and swings of the pendulum 
 
 
Figure 3(b) depicts bifurcation diagram with active magnetorheological damping (D3=0.3). An activation 
of MR damping influences of both chaotic regions. Surprising is that the region of 'chaotic swings' is 
larger at the cost of reduction of chaotic motion composed of swings and rotation of pendulum. This 
indicates that by application of MR damping we can control chaotic motions and shift dangerous zones. 
 
      (a)                                                                         (b) 
             
Fig. 3. (a) Lyapunov exponent near main parametric resonance; (b) bifurcation diagram with active of MR damping.  
In Figs. 4, the  Poincaré maps that in the first  and second chaotic regions are presented. The attractors in 
the second chaotic region have the most complex fractal structure (Fig 4(c) and Fig. 4(b)). Comparing the 
attractors’ set in Figs.4, we see that the pendulum motion reaches the highest velocity in the second 
chaotic region. The smallest velocity of the pendulum is obtained in the first chaotic region, especially for 
motion without rotations of pendulum. It follows that the velocity of the pendulum during chaotic motion 
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does not depend only on the frequency of excitation. Additionally, it is possible clearly identify attractor 
for 'chaotic swings'.  This attractor contains two unconnected parts.   
         (a)                                                                     (b) 
         
 
    (c)                                                                        (d) 
          
Fig. 4. Strange chaotic attractors in two chaotic regions, for frequency (a) -=0.6; (b) -=0.7; (c) -=1; (d) -=1.18 
Detailed analysis of Eqs. (1)-(2) and influence of MR damping (D3) and nonlinearity of oscillator’s spring 
(J) on the chaotic zones can be found in a book chapter [19]. Additionaly, in this work two efficient 
methods to eliminate chaotic vibrations are proposed.   
3.2. Experimental verifications 
The problem of information extracting about a dynamical system from experimental data is of great 
importance. Time-series analysis (TSA) is one of the primary statistical techniques used in determining 
behavioral characteristics of time-sequential data. Experimentally observed behaviour, regular or chaotic 
one, may differ from that obtained from the governing equations of motion. In order to unambiguously 
confirm the irregular motion in a dynamic system, the chaos should be identified directly from 
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experimental data series by different approaches. A common practice in chaotic time series analysis has 
been to reconstruct the phase space by utilizing the delay-coordinate embedding technique, and then to 
compute dynamical invariant quantities of interest such as unstable periodic orbits, the fractal dimension 
of the underlying chaotic set, and its Lyapunov spectrum. One of newer methods to analyse nonlinear 
data series is a recurrence plot (RP). The recurrence analysis is graphical method designed to locate 
hidden recurring patterns, nonstationarity and structural changes. A recurrence diagram is a graph which 
shows all those time instants at which a state of the dynamical system recurs. In other words, the RPs
method reveals all the times (i, j) when the phase space trajectory visits roughly the same area in the 
phase space. 
In Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) we can see recurrence plots of different types of responses of an autoparametric 
systems. These diagrams are done by using experimental signals form laboratory rig, presented in 
Fig. 1(b). In the example of pendulum swings (periodic motion for ࢡ=0.55), the patterns of the recurrence 
plot are reflected by long and non-interrupted diagonals. The vertical distance between these lines 
corresponds to the period of the oscillation. 
     
        (a)                                                                           (b) 
           
Fig. 5. Recurrence diagrams, (a) periodic motion, -=0.55; (b) chaotic motion composed of swings and rotation of the pendulum, 
-=0.7 
The pattern of recurrence plots is completely different in the case of irregular motion (Fig. 5(b)). This 
diagram have been based the experimental chaotic motion which consists of both swinging and rotating of 
the pendulum. The diagram shows different line, much shorter and dashed. Their distance from the 
diagonal line is varied and does not exhibit any symmetry. This indicates that the analyzed signal is 
irregular. Additionally, in this diagram, we can distinguish areas where pendulum rotates and oscillate. In 
paper [23] analysis of periodic and chaotic motion by recurrence plot and recurrence quantifications 
(RQA) methods are presented. The detailed description of recurrence method and analysis of periodic and 
chaotic behaviour recurrence plots is presented by authors in [19].  
In order to verify the recurrence plot results, reconstruction of recurrence plot have been done. The 
attractor reconstruction is carried out using a time series analysis application [24], using the same signal 
as in Fig. 5(b). This software for time series analysis is based on the theory of nonlinear deterministic 
dynamical systems. In order to undertake attractor reconstruction, the time delay (W1) is calculated using 
the average mutual information method (AMI), providing important information about reasonable delay 
times, while the false neighbours (FNN) statistic is applied for estimating the embedding dimension. An 
exact mathematical description of these methods is given in [25] and [26].  
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The experimental signal used to reconstruction of attractor is presented in Fig. 6 (a).  In Fig. 6(b) the 
result of reconstruction of attractor is presented. This attractor corresponds to numerical results, presented 
in Fig. 4(b) and the recurrence plot in Fig. 5(b). Both the numerical and experimental attractors have 
similar shape, arrangement, and dimension. This analysis fully confirms agreement of theoretical and 
experimental investigations. The reconstructed attractor and recurrence diagram unambiguously 
confirmed chaotic behaviour in a real system. 
 
               (a)                                                                           (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
       
             
            Fig. 6. (a) Experimental time history; (b) reconstructed experimental attractor 
Some behaviours e.g. chaotic oscillations composed of swings ('chaotic swings') are very difficult to be 
detected by experiment due to a very small existence zone. It is caused by dynamically changed damping 
in the pendulum pivot and in the oscillator. Slightly dynamically varied parameters may sometimes 
eliminate a very narrow region of chaotic swings which is discovered numerically. Moreover, the 
identification of damping coefficient of pendulum has been done for free vibration.  
It should be noted that the analysis of real signals is more difficult, owing to various kinds of 
disturbances and an external noise. It is very important to properly identify parameters from the real 
structure. In the considered autoparametric system the experimental results confirm those obtained from 
the mathematical model. 
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4. Remarks and conclusions 
The autoparametric system considered in this paper exhibits chaotic behaviour near the principal 
parametric resonance. Two forms of chaotic motions have been detected. The first irregular motion 
composed of swings of the pendulum, only ('chaotic swings'). This motion is not confirmed 
experimentally. Second type of chaotic motion composed, both, swinging and rotation of the pendulum, 
this result has been confirmed by experiment. Between, the two chaotic areas, the region of rotation of the 
pendulum is located. Reconstruction of attractor and recurrence method distinguishes experimental 
chaotic behavior. Introducing MR damping, we can control of chaotic motions in both irregular areas. 
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